
How to set default rates for Indexed UL products

Overview

There are different strategies for what indexed account and rate to use when selecting John Hancock’s Indexed UL 
products. The below examples show how to set up Accumulation IUL ‘18 with max rates, but the instructions can be 
used for any IUL product, indexed account or rate. Steps are provided for illustrating on both JH Illustrator and Winflex. 
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JH Illustrator
To set a default allocation and rate assumption in JH Illustrator, complete the following steps:

1. Choose the John Hancock product (example below assumes our new Accumulation IUL ‘18 illustrated at max rates). 
Then set the Premium Allocation for the “Capped Acct. Rate” to 0%” and the  “High Capped Acct. Rate” to 
100%

• The maximum rate will automatically be populated for all indexed accounts 

• If you have a specific rate you’d like to run, input it into the Assumed Rate fillable box

2.  Go to File (found in the top left corner), and select 
“Save as Default Case” (or hit Ctrl + Shift + D)

3. To run an IUL illustration with your chosen defaults,  
click “Open Default Case” under File (or hit Ctrl + D)
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

For agent use only. Not to be used with the public.
Insurance policies and/or associated riders and features may not be available in all states. 
Insurance products are issued by: John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.), Boston, MA 02210 (not licensed in New York) and John Hancock Life Insurance Company of New 
York, Valhalla, NY 10595.
MLINY072618154

Winflex Web
To set a default allocation and rate assumptions in Winflex Web, complete the following steps:

1.  Start a new case and choose the desired John Hancock product (example below assumes our new Accumulation 
IUL ‘18 illustrated at max rates). 

2.  On the Assumed Rate tab, set “Capped Acct” to 0%” 
and the “High Capped Acct” to 100%   
 •  The maximum rate will automatically be populated for 

all indexed accounts 

•  If you have a specific rate you’d like to run, set that in 
the “Assumed Rate” tab

3.   In the top left corner, hover over Save, click Save As, 
and save case as “JH Default Template”

4. To run your default IUL case design, click Load a Saved 
Case and choose “JH Default Template”
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